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OUR VISION
WORLD LEADING
To have a community enriched by their experiences
in rowing

OUR MISSION
Provide a coach development programme which values
and supports coaches at all levels through a targeted
approach of coach development opportunities,
encouraging ongoing learning, collaboration and
progression.
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OUR BELIEFS
We believe coaches are the drivers of standards,
expectations and work ethic achieved through:
»» Coach collaboration
»» Scalability in delivery
»» Recognition of all learning

FOCUS AREAS 2017 – 2020
PATHWAYS

REGIONAL
DELIVERY

SCHOLARSHIPS
& CONFERENCES

TECHNOLOGY

CLEAR
PATHWAY
Set and communicate
clear expectations and
requirements for coaches
who want to progress in
RNZ

COACH
DEVELOPERS
Invest in the development
and time of our coach
developers

CONFERENCES
Present a RNZ coaches
conference every 2-3 years.
Remain aware of other
conferences which we can
help send our coaches too

ONLINE MODULES
Develop and upload a
new module to the online
platform each year

DEVELOPMENT
OF PERFORMANCE
COACHES
Provide our performance
coaches with ongoing
development
OPPORTUNITIES
Continue to be involved in
programmes available to us
through SNZ and HPSNZ

DEVELOPMENT
OF MODULES
Ensure our modules are
up to date and continue to
progress
TARGETED
APPROACH
Provide options appropriate
for coaches at each stage
of learning

»» Varied learning opportunities
»» Continuous learning

“COACHES ARE
THE DRIVERS
OF STANDARDS,
EXPECTATIONS
AND WORK
ETHIC”

RNZ SCHOLARSHIPS
Deliver the regional coach
scholarship programme
at RNZ on the years when
there is no conference
DELIVERY
Keep up to date with adult
learning and the way
in which we deliver our
conferences
and scholarships

APP
Continue to update the App
and to ensure it is providing
coaches with useful content
ONLINE
SELF-DEVELOPMENT
Promote use of the
e-Portfolio on our online
platform as a way of
uploading and recording
self-development
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COACHING STRATEGY
MILESTONES

2017
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»» Rowing 101 online
»» Introduction module delivered in 4 regions
»» Development module delivered in 3 regions
»» RNZ Coaches Conference
»» Coach Developer to attend Sport NZ training

2018

»» New online module
»» Introduction module delivered in 4 regions
»» Development module delivered in 3 regions
»» RNZ coach scholarship programme delivered
»» Two Coach Developers to attend Sport NZ training

2019

»» New online extension module
»» New face-to-face extension module delivered
»» Introduction module delivered in 4 regions
»» Development module delivered in 4 regions
»» RNZ Coaches Conference
»» New Coach Developer – Total 5 – attend Sport NZ training

2020

»» New online extension module
»» New face-to-face extension module delivered
»» Introduction module delivered in 4 regions
»» Development module delivered in 4 regions
»» RNZ coach scholarship programme delivered
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INTRODUCTION
Whether you are a retired athlete or current senior
rower who is giving some time back to the sport, a
parent or teacher who has been asked to assist with
coaching by your kids or club, thank you for your
time and effort into helping our young athletes learn,
develop and grow a passion for our sport.
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Rowing New Zealand is committed to providing all
athletes and participants an enjoyable, safe and
rewarding time in our sport. It is our job to ensure
coaches are well equipped and well supported in
this endeavour. Whether you are working with young
athletes, masters, beginners or advanced rowers, all
athletes require guidance and assistance to develop
and achieve their own goals. In order to do this Rowing
New Zealand must continue to develop, update,
build and deliver an effective and relevant education
programme, to ensure that we have coaches providing
safe and rewarding programmes to athletes.
To remain athlete centred in our endeavour we need
to value and support all athletes in our sport. Coaches
who introduce new rowers to the sport and give them
a good start in terms of both skill development and
personal growth enhance the enjoyment and long term
involvement of rowing.
Our framework and approach aligns with Sport New
Zealand ‘Coach Approach’ “a philosophy to unleash
the potential of New Zealand athletes by a style of
coaching that promotes learning through ownership,
awareness and responsibility”.
Rowing New Zealand aims to be world leading in all
facets of our organisation. This coaching strategy 20172020 sets out the plan to achieve our vision to have
a community enriched by their experiences in rowing.

“IT IS OUR JOB TO
ENSURE COACHES
ARE WELL EQUIPPED
AND WELL SUPPORTED
IN THIS ENDEAVOUR.
WHETHER YOU ARE
WORKING WITH YOUNG
ATHLETES, MASTERS,
BEGINNERS OR
ADVANCED ROWERS”
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WHY DO WE NEED A
COACHING STRATEGY?

HOW DOES THE
COACHING STRATEGY FIT
WITHIN ROWING NZ’S
STRATEGY?

COACHING IS A VALUED AREA OF THE RNZ
FRAMEWORK AND A MAIN PILLAR OF
ONGOING EXCELLENCE IN OUR SPORT. TO
SHAPE AND LEARN IN THE YEARS AHEAD
WE NEED A PLAN TO FOLLOW.
A coaching strategy provides Rowing New Zealand
(RNZ) with a map and a focus to work towards and to
achieve using a mission outlined in an annual plan of
activities. It enables staff and community members
alike the opportunity to understand the workings and
direction of RNZ coach development.
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This strategy has been shaped by a number of people
from RNZ, regional coach developers and assisted by
Sport New Zealand (SNZ) to ensure we are providing
relevant and appropriate development to all of the
coaches within New Zealand. This strategy looks
specifically at the coach development requirements
for Foundation (novice), Development (school and club)
and Performance (NZ age groups) coaches.

*High performance Coach Development is outlined in the High
Performance Strategy.
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“COACHES ARE
THE DRIVERS OF
STANDARDS,
EXPECTATIONS
AND WORK ETHIC”
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FOUNDATIONS OF
COACH DEVELOPMENT
OUR VISION
To have a community enriched by their experiences
in rowing

OUR MISSION
Provide a coach development programme which values
and supports coaches at all levels through a targeted
approach of coach development opportunities,
encouraging ongoing learning, collaboration and
progression.

OUR BELIEFS
We believe coaches are the drivers of standards,
expectations and work ethic achieved through:
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»» Coach collaboration
»» Scalability in delivery
»» Recognition of all learning
»» Varied learning opportunities
»» Continuous learning

“COACHES ARE
THE DRIVERS
OF STANDARDS,
EXPECTATIONS
AND WORK
ETHIC”

WHAT IS RNZ
CURRENTLY OFFERING?
WORKSHOPS

SCHOLARSHIPS AND CONFERENCES

Workshops currently delivered by RNZ are the
Introduction to Coaching Rowing module with the
Development Coaching module to be added in 2017.
Additional extension modules will be delivered as
demand increases to provide with coaches’ with
opportunities for ongoing learning. RNZ will continue
to deliver up to date workshops to provide our coaches
with relevant information in a suitable time frame.

The RNZ coach scholarship programme has been
well received and will continue to be offered on
years where there is no national conference planned.
The scholarship programme provides a collection of
coaches from every region to come together at Rowing
New Zealand High Performance Centre and receive
seminars from our support staff, spend time with
the national team coaches and to connect and learn
from the wider coaching group they are part of. Every
two to three years RNZ will have a national Coaches
Conference with guest speakers, High Performance
staff, coaches and other persons of interest presenting
the hot topics of the current time.

ONLINE LEARNING
In 2017 RNZ released the online learning portal which
has Rowing 101, an introductory course to coaching
rowing in New Zealand. This online portal also has
space for coaches to upload any additional learning
they may have participated in, in their own time, which
contributes towards their ongoing learning portfolio.
The aim of this platform is to release a new module
each year as part of our belief of continuous learning
and to provide accessible development opportunities
for all coaches across New Zealand.

FOLLOW UPS
Coaches partaking in RNZ formal development
opportunities will be offered a follow up session
after the initial development takes place. The follow
up provides the coach developers an opportunity to
check in on how the coaches have been progressing,
work through any challenges they have faced, provide
suggestions and gain an understanding of the actions
a coach has made. It is also seen as a way of providing
support to the coaches outside their immediate
coaching circles.

COMMUNICATION
Communicating to coaches what is available to them
and their development is essential to the Coach
Development Strategy. The current communication
avenues which will continue to be used are:
»» Regular emails updating the Regional
Associations with coach development
opportunities
»» Keeping the website and Rowing NZ App up
to date with videos, resources and upcoming
opportunities
»» Continue to upload relevant articles and
information to the NZ Rowing Coaches
Facebook group, as well as provide coach
information in the OarSport magazine.
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WHERE CAN
WE IMPROVE?

WHO ARE
THE CRITICAL PEOPLE?

CALENDAR OF DATES IN ADVANCE
RNZ will plan further in advance to ensure that a
calendar of coach development opportunities is
circulated earlier to allow coaches to plan and make
time for these events.

ENCOURAGE MORE INFORMAL LEARNING

Through our new approaches in online learning and
working with the coach developers RNZ will be able
to reach the outer regions for coach development.
RNZ will endeavour to have all regions offered coach
development opportunities each year.

There are many ways in which a coach can develop.
Part of our role needs to be sharing opportunities and
exposing coaches to different ways of learning. In adult
learning, informal approaches can have a big impact on
learning and by RNZ acknowledging these experiences
we are therefore be encouraging more coaches to seek
out their own development opportunities.

ACKNOWLEDGE ALL LEARNING

ENCOURAGE REGIONAL LEARNING

RNZ will continue to offer coach education in the way
of modules, conferences and other formal avenues.
RNZ also sees the value in acknowledging those
opportunities coach seek and are exposed to outside
of our own formal development. Coaches must show

RNZ will support the regions to increase their ability
to run their own development opportunities. RNZ has
links with the Regional Sport Trusts which offer coach
development and support regionally but this could be
better utilised by RNZ and our community coaches.

FORMAL DEVELOPMENT IN EVERY REGION
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evidence of learning and how it impacted their own
coaching but all development, however achieved, will
be acknowledged by RNZ.

COACH DEVELOPMENT MANAGER

ROWING ASSOCIATIONS

RNZ Coach Development Manager is responsible for
developing and overseeing the RNZ coach development
programme and initiatives. Communication is a primary
responsibility of the Coach Development Manager
(CDM) to ensure all coaches are well informed as to
what is available to them. Another key role here is
the development of the regional coach developers,
identifying the right people, providing learning
opportunities for them and ensuring they have the
skills, time and are supported in their role.

The Regional Rowing Associations are critical in
communicating to their regions coaches upcoming
coach development opportunities, updating RNZ on any
other development opportunities they are providing and
the coaches involved, assisting RNZ coach developers
with arranging venues for courses. The rowing
associations also play a vital role in assisting coaches
in funding some of these development opportunities.

REGIONAL COACH DEVELOPERS
The role of the regional coach developers (RCD) is to
deliver RNZ formal education in the regions. On top
of this they are required to be up to date with other
opportunities available in their region and communicate
to their regional coaches these opportunities. RCDs
will also be exposed to personal and professional
development and it is an expectation RNZ has of them
in their role.

RNZ COACHING STAFF
Rowing New Zealand Coaches, including RPC coaches,
and RNZ support staff are an essential part of putting
together up to date information at an appropriate level
for our coaches. The coaching team are accessible for
coach boat ride-a-longs, assistance with programming
and rigging. RNZ support staff provide support and
direction to the CDM and other coaches around best
practice, up to date scientific evidence and are experts
in their field and are on hand to offer advice and support.

ORGANISATIONS
ACCESSIBLE FOR REGIONAL
COACHES TO DEVELOP

ROWING
NEW
ZEALAND

REGIONAL
SPORTS
TRUST

SPORT
NEW
ZEALAND

TERTIARY
INSTITUTIONS

ROWING CLUBS
The majority of the coach development will take place
in rowing clubs around the country. RNZ will need
assistance from clubs to provide suitable venues and
equipment when necessary for the coaching courses.
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“COACHES ARE THE
DRIVERS OF STANDARDS,
EXPECTATIONS AND WORK
ETHIC”
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COACHING
COMMUNITIES
IN LINE WITH SPORT NEW ZEALAND’S
COACHING COMMUNITIES, RNZ
ALSO IDENTIFIES WITH THE FOUR
ATHLETE GROUPS IN WHICH COACHES
WORK, FOUNDATION, DEVELOPMENT,
PERFORMANCE AND HIGH PERFORMANCE.
OUTLINED BELOW ARE THE THREE
COACHING COMMUNITIES WHICH FIT IN
OUR COACHING STRATEGY AND SUPPORT
COACHES IN THEIR ROLE AS THE DRIVER
OF STANDARDS, EXPECTATIONS AND
WORK ETHIC.
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FOUNDATION
COACHING
THE ROWERS THEY COACH
The largest group of athletes coached at the foundation
level are under 15 school rowers but this group of
athletes also takes into account anyone new to
the sport of rowing and also includes club novices,
university novices and master’s novices.

WHO ARE TYPICAL NEW COACHES?
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A Foundation Coach is someone who is coaching
beginner rowers. Foundation Coaches understand
the needs of a beginner rower enjoying their first
experience in organised rowing. Foundation coaches
may have many years’ experience or be just starting
out in coaching and have an interest in working with
beginner rowers. It is estimated that 57% of all rowing
coaches are Foundation coaches.

DEVELOPMENT
COACHING
THE TYPICAL FOUNDATION COACHING
ENVIRONMENT
Foundation coaches typically coach in the school
system coaching U15 and older novice rowers. However
there are also a number of coaches based in clubs and
universities. Novice grade is a large group of athletes.
The typical environment would see Foundation coaches
working within a coaching team and involve morning or
afternoon training with a smaller group of rowers only.

THE ROWERS THEY COACH
The largest group of rowers in this category are
school based rowers, however there are a number
of development rowers in clubs and universities.
These rowers are generally still in their early days of
development and learning about the sport of rowing
and have commitments to other sports and school or
work. They value being with and making new friends,
being competitive, learning skills and being fit and
healthy. The biggest motivator is being a valued
member of the team.

WHO ARE TYPICAL NEW COACHES?
Development coaches may be in their first few years
of coaching but it also includes very experienced
coaches and head coaches of school, club or university
programmes. Some development coaches maybe in
full time coaching positions but majority will coach
alongside full time employment or university studies.

57%

FOUNDATION
COACHES

FOUNDATION
COACHING

DEVELOPMENT
COACHES

DEVELOPMENT
COACHING

40%

Development coaches may also be coaching rowers
towards representative teams such as the U18s and
juniors. Approximately 40% of all rowing coaches are
development coaches.

THE TYPICAL FOUNDATION COACHING
ENVIRONMENT
Development coaches mostly work within school
programs and therefore must have a good
understanding of the needs and values of the school
and have positive working relationships with the clubs
they row out of, as well as the parents and rowing
society. Development coaches are often part of a wider
coaching team and need to have a good understanding
of the vision and goals of the programme they are
working in.
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PERFORMANCE
COACHING

HIGH PERFORMANCE
COACHING

THE ROWERS THEY COACH

THE ROWERS THEY COACH

Performance rowers have shown potential and
expressed a desire to push themselves further into a
NZ rowing team. A rower in this group is only defined
as a performance rower once they make a RNZ team,
this does not include those trialling or wanting to make
a team.

Performance coaches require considerable coaching
experience and knowledge to perform effectively at
this level. Performance coaches can be part-time or
full-time rowing coaches and are actively involved in
rowing. Just 2% of all rowing coaches are performance
coaches.

High Performance rowers are based out of Rowing
New Zealand at Lake Karapiro. They are embedded in
the Rowing New Zealand System and have working
relationships with HP coaches, HPSNZ staff and RNZ
staff.

WHO ARE TYPICAL NEW COACHES?

THE TYPICAL FOUNDATION COACHING
ENVIRONMENT

WHO ARE TYPICAL NEW COACHES?

Performance coaches have aspirations to be a
professional rowing coach. At this stage a performance
coach may have similar qualities to a development
coach but they are more experienced, have engaged
in higher learning and are focused on a smaller number
of athletes performing at a higher level. There is often
cross over for a coach at this level, being a development
coach with their club or school in the summer and a
performance coach with an age group representative
team in the winter.

Performance coaches are based out of the RPCs or
Rowing New Zealand High Performance Centre at Lake
Karapiro. There are structured routines and systems in
place for coaches working in this environment. Coaches
in this environment are part of the wider Rowing New
Zealand coaching team and must work with a number
of coaches, support staff, Rowing New Zealand staff
and new athletes.

2%

PERFORMANCE
COACHES

PERFORMANCE
COACHING

High Performance coaches understand the needs of
High Performance rowers and are very experienced
professional coaches with an unparalleled
understanding of rowing and rowing coaching. Coaches
in this category are under 23 and elite coaches working
towards world championships and Olympic Games.
Coaches in this area live by the Rowing NZ High
Performance Coach Philosophy of Performance-Driven,
Athlete-Focused, Coach-Led to ensure we have more
winners on the world stage. Only 1% of all coaches are
HP Coaches.

HIGH
PERFORMANCE
COACHES

1%

HIGH PERFORMANCE
COACHING

THE TYPICAL FOUNDATION COACHING
ENVIRONMENT
High Performance coaches are based out of the High
Performance Centre at Rowing New Zealand. These
coaches are part of a wider team including Rowing
New Zealand staff and High Performance Sport New
Zealand staff. They have access to a wider range of
facilities and expertise and are required to lead a team
to successful international performances.
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FOUR FOCUS AREAS
FOR 2017-2020

PATHWAYS

2.

REGIONAL DELIVERY

3.

SCHOLARSHIPS AND CONFERENCES

4.

TECHNOLOGY

PATHWAYS

REGIONAL
DELIVERY

SCHOLARSHIPS
& CONFERENCES

TECHNOLOGY

CLEAR PATHWAY

COACH DEVELOPERS

CONFERENCES

ONLINE MODULES

»» Set and communicate clear expectations and
requirements for coaches who want to progress
in RNZ coaching
»» Develop coach job descriptions for the age
group teams
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1.

»» Hold coaches accountable for own development
»» Continue to search for and be up to date with
coach development opportunities and circulate
to coaches
»» Provide feedback when coaches miss out on
selection for higher coach development

DEVELOPMENT OF PERFORMANCE
COACHES
»» Continue to provide our performance coaches
ongoing learning at appropriate level
»» Develop different streams if need be to
ensure content is not repeated and delivered
at right level
»» Look to other coaches to act as mentors

OPPORTUNITIES
»» Continue to utilise Sport New Zealand and
HPSNZ coach development programmes
such as PCA and PMS
»» Look at ways we can offer alternative
development opportunities outside what
is currently available or offered

»» Four Regional Coach Developers – two in
North Island, two in South Island – are currently
involved in coach development with the aim
of expanding to 5 when needed
»» All Coach Developers to attend Sport NZ
training and/or RNZ training yearly

»» RNZ will continue to deliver a National Coaches
Conference every 2-3 years

»» Develop and up load at least one new online
module per year

»» Ensure each time new content and speakers are
on offer and have a target coaching group and
theme for each conference

»» Encourage and promote the use of this
platform to coaches – aim for >300 members

»» RNZ to support RCDs in any other opportunities
they might like to take part in

»» Listen to feedback from coaches after each
conference to ensure we are delivering the
right content

»» RCD’s to deliver RNZ formal moduless in regions
each year

»» Conference to take place in May 2017,
next one likely to be May 2019

»» RCDs to decide delivery dates early in the year

»» Send coaches to alternative conferences
when possible

DEVELOPMENT OF MODULES
»» Introduction module already developed
and delivered in 2016. Continue to deliver
this module
»» Development module completed 2017, deliver
in at least three regions in 2017, deliver in 3-4
regions every year thereafter
»» Develop and provide extension and online
modules as the topic areas arise and demand
increases

TARGETED APPROACH
»» Be aware of what is required in the regions
and deliver topics accordingly
»» Use the online platform as a way of identifying
regions engaging in learning

RNZ SCHOLARSHIPS
»» The scholarship programme will continue
to be offered on the years when there is
no conference
»» 3-4 coaches from each region will be nominated
and fully funded to attend RNZ for a weekend
development programme
»» Gather feedback and adapt the programme as
required to ensure we are delivering the right
content and at the right level to coaches

DELIVERY
»» Look at the possibility of running a Coaches
conference in the South Island
»» Promote the attendance of new coaches
to both the conferences and scholarship
programme to widen our influence and
those receiving development

»» Work with Bracken on ways we can expand
and other technology available to us within
this platform

APP
»» Increase the user numbers of the
Rowing NZ App
»» Keep content up to date and provide new
resources that are of value to coaches

ONLINE SELF-DEVELOPMENT
»» Promote use of the e-Portfolio on our online
platform as a way of uploading and recording
self-development
»» Ensure that coaches who are applying for RNZ
coaching roles are using this space and provide
feedback from RNZ on non-/selection and on
areas to develop
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